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This non-interpretative report contains the results of
13 tests on puddle and 102 tests on fillet welded connections.
The connections involved sheet or strip specimens in the range
from 12 to 28 gage for the thinnest connected element.
This work was carried out under contract with the Engineer-
ing Division of the American Iron and Steel Institute.
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The purpose of the present investigation has been to study
the behavior of symmetrically welded connections having different
weld configurations. As shown in Fig. la, the specimens were
fabricated by butting two plates (CP) which were connected by
welding cover plates AB and CD on two sides of CPo The fabricator
supplied different types of welded connection specimens, sketched
in Figs. la to If. A total of 115 specimens were tested in ten-
sion under monotonically increasing static load.
Basic variables considered in the design were: (a) thickness
and the shape of the cover plates, and (b) weld size and its con-
figuration. The cover plates were either flat sheet steel or
channel sections. Three different thicknesses considered for the
cover plates were 12 gage (0.108 inch), 18 gage (0.051 inch) gal-
vanized ASTM A446 Grade A steel, and 28 gage (0.018 inch) galva-
nized ASTM A446 Grade E steel. Two basic weld configurations in-
vestigated were: (a) Puddle Welds, and (b) Fillet Welds.
Varying the cover plate and weld configurations, 35 different
types of connection specimens were fabricated for the present in-
vestigation. Most of the specimens had two 7/16!l thick hot
rolled plates CP, which were not considered as variables in the
design of connection specimens. These plates were given a red
oxide primer coat before welding cover plates on it. The connect-
ed plates (CP) were stronger than the cover plates, AB and CD,
hence the connection failure was expected to be in the weld or in
the cover plates. Therefore, in the subsequent discussion, plate
failure will imply cover plate failure.
2other researchers had indicated that it is difficult to weld
a galvanized steel plate; therefore in this investigation, gal-
vanized steel cover plates were used instead of regular painted
steel. However, no weld defects were observed in the connection
specimens.
2. TEST PROGRAM
Depending on the weld configuration, and the shape of the
cover plates, the connections were divided into the following 6
(six) groups:
*Group A Single sheet puddle weld (Fig. la), with 18
and 28 gage galvanized sheets as cover plates.
Group B Double sheet puddle weld (Fig. lb), with two 18
gage galvanized sheets as cover plates.
Group C Longitudinal fillet weld (Fig. lc), with 12 and
18 gage galvanized flat sheets as cover plates.
**Group D Longitudinal fillet weld (Fig. ld), with 12
and 18 gage thick galvanized channel sections as
cover plates.
Group H Transverse fillet weld (Fig. Ie) with 12 and 18
gage galvanized flat sheets as cover plates.
**Group E Transverse fillet weld (Fig. If), with 12 and
18 gage thick galvanized channel sections as
cover plates.
* Puddle welds are also designated as "arc spot welds."
** Fillet welds used in connecting channel sections are also de-
signated as "flair fillet welds."
3The connections within a gr~up were divided into different
types according to the size (length or diameter) of the weld. In
Table 1, the various types of connections within each group along
with the average weld sizes are summarized.
Practical considerations governed the choice of the diameter
of the puddle weld. Therefore, for a given thickness of the cover
plate, the size of this predetermined puddle weld was not varied
within Groups A and B. In Groups C, D, H, and E, the length of
the longitudinal and transverse fillet welds were varied, yielding
different types of welded connections.
Five "identical" connection specimens were fabricated for
each type of weld and cover plate configuration to minimize the
scatter in material properties due to the variability of weld
heat input and the rate of heat dissipation which generally af-
fect the contiguous material. In preliminary testing of three
lIidenticalll specimens, from various types of connections, similar
ultimate loads and failure modes were obtained, which indicated
that good quality control was exercised in the fabrication of
these specimens. Therefore, it was decided not to test more than
3 specimens of each connection type unless there was considerable
scatter in the experimental results. The number of specimens
tested from different types of connections within a given group
are indicated in Column 8 of Table 1.
2.1 GENERAL TEST PROCEDURE
All connections were tested on a Baldwin Southwark hydraulic
testing machine under a static monotonically increasing load.
All connection tests were conducted using an autographic exten-
4someter and the deformation was measured over a length equal to
(Lpt + 1) inches, where Lpt is the total length of the cover
plate. From the load deformation curves, the deformation 0 , at
u
ultimate load P
ult ' was recorded, but the extensometer was then
removed from the specimen before the final fracture. The defor-
mation of' at the final load Pf , was measured by a scale graduated
in hundredths of an inch. Since most of the load deformation
curves for llidentical" specimens were similar, only one curve for
a given type of specimen is included in this report, unless two
curves within a given type were different.
3. NOTATION
A. Specimen Designation
All connection specimens (see Table 1) are typically desig-
nated as: A AlB 18/7 Dl
The first letter designates the group of the specimen, and
is followed by two letters which indicate, respectively, the type
of material used for the connected plate, CP, to which the tension
load is applied, and the cover plates, which transmit the load
between the two connected plates. The two numerical values show
the thicknesses of the two above mentioned plates and are followed
by a letter which identifies the type and size (length or diame-
ter) of the weld used for the given specimen within that group.
The last number is the specimen number.
The specimen notation along with the average weld size is
tabulated in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 1, respectively.
5B. _F~a~i~l~u~r~e Mode Designation
The photographs of connection specimens after failure are
given in Figs. 14 through 29. The designations used'to describe
various failure modes of connection specimens are as follows:
Pe .....• Plate tearing along the contour of the weld toe;
i.e. near the fusion line.
PS .•.... Plate shearing, similar to that observed in bolted
connections (Refs. 1 and 2).
PB Plate bearing, similar to that observed in bolted
connections (Refs. 1 and 2).
PT Transverse plate tearing across the critical section.
The tearing may be at an angle to the applied stress,
as would be the case in shear fracture of plates
loaded in tension.
PL •.....Out-of-plane plastic deformations, which accompanied
the above mentioned failure modes.
WS ..•... Longitudinal shearing of the weld.
W Any other type of weld failure except WS. For exam-
pIe, when the cover plate undergoes considerable
out-of-plane deformations, the weld may fail by
peeling action of the curling cover plate instead of
by shearing action.
In most of the specimens, two or three different failure
modes were observed; therefore, in the report, these were sepa-
rated by '+' signs and the primary mode of failure was written
before the secondary ones. For example, PC + WS + PL would indi-
cate that the cover plate failed at the fusion line, along with
6some longitudinal shearing of the weld and some curling of the
plate.
C. Tabulation of Data and Results
- ---- ;;.;..:..;;:.=..:..;;;..
The general format of the tables prepared for different
groups of welded connection specimens is quite similar. Three
tables are prepared for each group of the connection specimens.
The first table shows the geometrical dimensions of the specimens.
The second table contains the experimental results, and the third
table is a summary table wherein significant strength ratios
( experimental stresspredicted stress ) are tabulated. As an example, the three
tables prepared for Group C, longitudinal fillet weld specimans,
are examined in the following paragraph.
The first column of Table 4A gives the specimen designation.
The next six columns contain significant cover plate dimensions,
the weld dimensions are given in the following eight columns, and
the final column shows the average weld size (length Lw or dia-
meter d
w
). In the second table (Table 4B), the critical cross-
sectional area A , of the cover plate is given in Column 2. The
c
next three columns list the average material properties (Oy and
at) of the cover plate and the weld metal (lsa). The yield load
Py ' and the ultimate load Pult ' obtained from the experiment are
tabulated in Columns 6 and 7. The final load Pf , at which the
specimen was unloaded is shown in Column 8; this load was held
constant for "identical" specimens within a given group so as
to compare their final failure modes. In some specimens, the
connection separated into two portions; hence, Pf for those is the
fracture load observed in testing. The yield stress 0yt' and the
7ultimate stress Ott' calculated from the corresponding experi-
mentally observed loads are given in Columns 9 and 10, respective-
ly. In fillet weld connections, the failure in some of the spe-
cimens was initiated by shearing of the weld; therefore, the
shear stress in the weld at ultimate load,. TSU ' is recorded in
Column 11. For puddle weld specimens, this column is left
blank because no weld failure was observed for this type of con-
nection. In puddle weld connections, the failure occurred in
the plate near the contour of the weld toe and not in the weld
metal. To compare the deformation behavior of various types of
connections, the deformations at ultimate load denoted by 0 , and
u
the final load denoted by of are recorded in Columns 12 and 13,
respectively. The mode of failure is recorded in Column 14.
The side of the cover plate at which the failure (or fracture)
was observed is recorded in Column 15.
In Table 4C, the significant stress ratios are recorded in
Columns 2 to 4. These ratios were obtained by dividing the ex-
perimental value of a particular stress (given in Columns 9 to
11 in Table 4B) by the corresponding value of the predicted
stress. Since these are non-dimensional ratios~ they will be





The geometrical dimensions of Groups A and B puddle weld
8connection specimens are given in Tables 2A and 3A, respective-
ly, and their experimental data are given in Tables 2B and 3B,
respectively.
From the experimentally observed yield load P , and the ul-y
timate failure load P
ult > the yield stress 0yt and the ultimate




where Ac is the total cross-sectional area of the cover plates
A-B and C-D.
In Tables 2C and 3C) the yield strength ratios ° t/o , andy y
tensile strength ratios 0tt/Ot are plotted in Columns 2 and 3,
respectively, where 0y and 0t are the yield and the ultimate ten-
sile strengths respectively of the cover plate material. From
these Tables, the following observations can be made:
(1) For type D single sheet puddle weld specimens, 0yt
varies from O.68oy to O.750y' and Ott varies from O.SOOt to O.59 0t ·
(2) For type C single sheet pUddle weld specimens, the ul-
timate strength of cover plates Ott varies from O.16o t to O.220 t ,
(3) For type D double sheet puddle weld specimens, 0yt var-
ies from O.790y to 1.OlOy and Ott varies from O.58ot to O.84o t .
B. Deformation Characteristics
Typical load deformation curves for puddle weld connection
specimens in Groups A and B are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The de-
9formation 0u at ultimate load, and the deformation of at final
load, are shown in Columns 12 and 13 of Tables 2b and 3, for
Groups A nad B, respectively.
The failure in Type D specimens of Groups A and B was ini-
tiated at the contour of the weld toe and the final failure mode
was be tearing of the plate with noticeable out-of-plane deforma-
tions. These out-of-plane deformations in the cover plates were
observed when the material around the puddle weld was yielding.
After the yield load Py , these out-of-plane deformations in-
creased considerably and the further increase in load was very
gradual, and can be observed from the typical load deformation
curves plotted in Fig. 2.
The failure modes of Type C (28 gage cover plate) specimens
of Group A were similar to the shear and bearing type of fail-
ure observed in bolted connections. That is, the puddle weld was
able to plough through the cover plate, piling up the material in
front of it. The typical load deformation curve plotted in Fig.
3 shows that the maximum load reached was the upper yield load
and thereafter, the load dropped and did not increase beyond the
yield load. The downward branch of the load deformation curve
shows that the failure was in a ductile manner even though the
cover plate material was low ductility high strength steel, hav-
ing crt/cry = 1.0.
5. FILLET WELDED CONNECTIONS
5.1 ULTIMATE LOAD FORMULAS
In the conventional design of fillet weld connections, the
10
total load transmitted by the welds is assumed to be carried by
the throat of the weld, and the cross-section of the fillet weld
is assumed to be an equal-legged right triangle. Specifications
often state that ffthe effective throat thickness of a fillet weld
shall be the shortest distance from the root to the face of the
diagrammatic weld (Ref. 3)." Thus, for conventional design, the
throat of the weld for an equal-legged right triangle is taken
as 12 x (the leg of the fillet). This throat dimension is quite
satisfactory in thick sheets (Fig. 4a). However, for thin sheets,
the fillet leg perpendicular to the thickness direction is general-
ly two or three times longer than the leg parallel to the thick-
ness direction (Fig. 4b). Therefore, the fillet welds in thin
sheets generally can carry higher loads than that evaluated by
the conventional design procedure. Furthermore, a transverse
fillet weld can carry higher unit stress than a similar longitu-
dinal weld (for example see Refs. 2 and 4). Due to the limited
scope of the present investigation, no attempt will be made to
predict higher strength capacities of thin sheet longitudinal
and transverse fillet weld connections.
In this report, the explanation of various quantities used
in Eq. 5 is as follows: The leg of the fillet is assumed to be
the same as the thickness of the thin cover plates unless stated
otherwise.
The length of the fillet, in longitudinal fillet weld speci-
mens (Groups C and D) is the sum of the four welds: A, AI, C, and
Cl (Figs. lc and ld).
The shear strength of the weld, designated as Tsa can be
11
can be evaluated using the Von Mises theory of failure.
where 0ta is the tensile strength of the electrode.
The connections fabricated for the project were welded by
E6011 Fleetwood 35 electrodes, which had 0ta = 68.0 ksi~ there-
fore, shear strength of the weld metal, ~ = 39.2 ksi was used
sa
for all specimens.
To study the strength of fillet welds, the weld lengths in
Groups C, D, H, and E were gradually increased, starting from
about 1 inch and going up to about 4 inches. The increase in
load carrying capacities of the connections with the increase in
fillet weld lengths will be discussed in the next two sections.
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fillet weld connections investigated in this study were di-
vided into four groups, i.e. Groups C, D, H, and E. The longi-
tudinal fillet weld specimens with flat sheet and channel section
cover plates are included in Groups C and D, respectively. The
transverse fillet weld specimens with flat sheet and channel
section cover plates are included in Groups Hand E, respective-
ly. Typical weld and cover plate configurations for these groups
are shown in Figs. lc to If, respectively. The pertinent geome-
trical dimensions of the specimens in Groups C. D. H, and E are
recorded in Tables 4A, 5A, 6A, and 7A, respectively; and experi-
mental results along with the average material properties are
recorded in Tables 4B, 5B, 6B, and 7B, respectively.
Most of the fillet weld specimens failed near the fusion
12
line, i.e. at the contour of the weld toe and this type of failurl
is designated as PC. Some specimens which had adequate weld
lengths showed a transverse tearing failure in the sheets and thi:
failure is designated as PT.
From the experimentally observed yield load P , and the ul-y
timate failure load Pult ' the yield stress 0yt and the ultimate
stress Ott' developed by the cover plate, were calculated by the
following equations
P
°yt =...:3.. ( 4)Ac
P lt
and Ott = _u_ ( 5)Ac
where Ac is the total cross-sectional area of the cover plate
perpendicular to the line of applied stress.
The shear stress T , developed in the weld metal, can besu
obtained from P
ult as follows:
( 8)T =su 12 x (leg of fillet) x (total length of weld)
In the above equation, the total weld length is 4 x (Av.
length of weld) for longitudinal welds, and for transverse fil-
let welds, it is 2 x (Av. length of weld). The leg of the fil-
let weld was observed to be equal to thickness t of the material
for flat sheet cover plates (Groups C and H) whereas for channel
section (Groups D and E), it was 2t. This larger size of the
fillet leg in a channel section is due to the fact that more
weld metal was used to connect the cover plate to the connected
plate (as sketched in Figs. ld and le).
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To compare the strength characteristics of the fillet weld
connections with the yield strength ay and tensile strength at
of the cover plate material, the strength ratios a la andyt y
attla t are recorded in Columns 2 and 3, respectively, of Tables
4C, 5C, 6C, and 7C for Groups C, D, H, and E, respectively. The
shear strength ratio T IT is recorded in Column 4 of the above
su sa
mentioned tables, to compare the experimental shear strength of
the weld Tsu ' with the shear strength Tsa ' of the weld material.
5.1.1 STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS
A. Longitudinal Fillet Weld Connections
The stress ratios aytla y , att/at' and Tsu/T sa for longitu-
dinal fillet weld specimens in Groups C and D are tabulated in
Tables 4C and 5C, respectively. These non-dimensional ratios
are the (experimental) values of stresses. The failure modespredicted
indicated in Column 6 of those tables show that for types C and
F specimens in Groups C and D, the primary failure mode was by
tearing of the plate near the contour of the weld toe (PC), i.e.
near the fusion line. Since the failure did not occur by trans-
verse tearing of the cover plate in these specimens, the critical
ratio to be considered is T It , recorded in Column 4 of the
su sa
summary tables. In Fig. 5, t It is plotted against thesu sa
length of the longitudinal fillet weld for these specimens. It
can be observed that for short welds, the actual shear strength
developed by the weld t
su
' is about 2 times the predicted shear
strength of the weld, T
sa
' and in no case is it less than Tsa
Consequently, for longitudinal fillet weld specimens, the actual
shear strength that can be developed by the weld can be conser-
14
vatively given as:
L > 1.0 L
su - sa
(6)
It should be emphasized that the fillet leg for channel
sections in Group D was taken to be 2 times the thickness of the
material and still, the actual weld strength was greater than the
predicted value.
Type J specimens in Group C, and Type L specimens in Group
D showed transverse tension tearing failure designated as PT.
For these specimens, as indicated in Tables 4c and 5C, the ex-
perimental yield strength 0yt of the cover plates is slightly
higher than the material yield strength cry obtained from coupon
tests, but the tensile strength crtt is on the average, 10% lower
than the coupon tensile strength crt' This slight reduction can
be attributed the the annealing effects on the cover plates due
to the welding procedure.
Three secondary observations about the yield strength that
can be made from the summary tables 4c and 5C are as follows:
1) The weld shear strength L for 18 gage cover plates issu
about 25% higher than that in 12 gage plates. This, as explained
earlier, is due to the cross-sectional area of the weld for thin-
ner material being larger than the ideal right angled equal-
legged fillet generally obtained in thicker specimens.
2) For a given thickness of the cover plate, the shear
stress developed by shorted welds, as in Type C specimens, is
about 20 to 25% larger than that for Type F specimens. This
difference can be attributed to the non-uniform stress distribu-
15
tion in longer welds, and consequently lower average stress than
that obtained in the short welds having near uniform stress dis-
tribution.
In Figs. 6a and 6b, the average yield strength ratio 0yt/Ot
and the average tensile strength ratio 0tt/Ot' for each type of
connection, are plotted against the length of the weld. These
figures indicate that the strength of the connection increases
with the increase in weld length.
B. Transverse Fillet Weld Connections
The non-dimensional stress ratios for transverse fillet weld
connections in Groups Hand E are tabulated in Tables 6c and 7C,
respectively. Most specimens failed by plate tearing at the con-
tour of the weld (Type PC). In some specimens, which were fully
welded across the width of the cover plate, the secondary trans-
verse tearing failure (Type PT) mode was also observed.
In Fig. 7, T /T is plotted against the length of the
su sa
transverse fillet weld. Note that the leg of the fillet weld
for Group E specimens, with the channel section cover plate, was
assumed to be 2t, in the calculation of Tsu . For Group H speci-
mens, having flat sheet cover plates, TSU is greater than 1.75Tsa '
whereas for Group E specimens, TSU varies between 0.5 and 1.1.
It was shown earlier in Fig. 5 that a longitudinal fillet
weld about 2.5 inches long developed between 1.0 Tsa to 1.25Tsa ·
In contrast, a transverse fillet weld about 3 inches long devel-
oped between 1.75 to 2.25Tsa. This comparison suggests that
transverse fillet welds can develop higher strength than longitu-
dinal welds having mearly the same weld length. In contrast,
16
Group E specimens, having channel section as cover plates, de-
veloped an average LSU of about O.75Lsa. This quantity is lower
than the corresponding values of LSU shown in Fig. 5 for longitu-
dinally fillet welded channel sections. However, the above com-
parison does not mean than a transverse fillet weld in a channel
section is weaker than the corresponding longitudinal weld be-
cause there were no weld failures observed in-transverse fillet
weld specimens. On the contrary, the failures occurred in the
cover plates around the contour of the transverse fillet welds.
Since the shear strength of the weld is less than the pre-
dieted value for partial width transverse fillet weld specimens
in Groups Hand E, attention is now turned to the tensile yield
stress 0yt' and ultimate stress Ott' developed by these speci-
mens. In Groups Hand E, only part of the cover plates were
welded to the plates CP; thus, the critical cross-sectional area
Ac ' transmitting the load is given by:
A = L (t + t )c wac (7)
where L
w





= the thickness of cover plates AB and CD, re-
spectively.
From the yield load PyS and the ultimate failure load Pult '










Ot are the tensile yield and
Non-dimensional ratios a t/oy y
against average weld length L in Fig. 8w
and in Fig. 9 for Group E specimens. From
and att/Ot are plotted
for Group H specimens,
The yield stress ratio at/a , and the ultimate tensile stressy y
ratio Ott/Ot' are recorded in Columns 2 and 3 of summary Tables
6c and 7C. It is noted that ° andy
ultimate strengths of the material.
Figs. 8 and 9, as well as from Col. 2 in Tables 6c and 7C, in can
be concluded that most of the specimens were able to develop the
tensile yield strength of the material, a. The yield stressy
ratios for 18 gage specimens Cl and c4 in Group E connections
were 0.59 and 0.69, respectively.
The Ott/at ratios for Group E specimens (channel section cover
plate) averaged to about 0.80, whereas for Group H specimens,
they averaged to 1.00.
5.1.2 DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS
Typical load deformation curves for longitudinal fillet weld
specimens in Groups C and D are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, re-
spectively, and for the transverse fillet weld specimens in
Groups'H and E, are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The deformations
0u and of for these fillet weld specimens are shown in Cols. 12
and 13, respectively, of Tables 4B, 5B, 6B, and 7B. The final
failure modes for specimens in Groups C, D, H, and E are record-
ed in Col. 6 of the summary tables.
A. Longitudinal Fillet Weld Connections
The failures in Types C and F specimens in Groups C and D
were initiated at the ends of the weld and the primary failure
mode was either PC or WS. The final failure mode was accompanied
18
by considerable out-of-plane deformations which started when the
yield load Py was reached in these specimens. Type J specimens
in Group C and Type L specimens in Group D failed by transverse
tearing of the plate. Observing the values of ~u and of in Ta-
bles 4B and 5B, it can be concluded that in general, the deform-
ations increase with the increase in average length of the weld.
B. Transverse Fillet Weld Connections
The primary mode of failure in all transverse fillet weld
connections was by plate tearing at the contour of the weld. In
general, 0u and of increase with the increase in length of the
fillet welds. However, 0u and of observed in these transverse
fillet weld specimens were on the average less than the longitu-
dinal fillet weld specimens having the same average weld lengths.
In longitudinal fillet weld specimens, the out-of-plane
plastic deformations increase the total deformations 0u and of
as compared with the transverse fillet weld specimens, wherein
no out-of-plane deformations were observed. Furthermore, it can
be noted that 0u and ~f for a given type of connection in Group E,
i.e. transverse fillet weld specimens having channel section as
cover plate, are lower than those for Group H flat sheet cover
plate specimens.
In Group E specimens, the yield zones were observed in the
vincinity of the fillet weld and did not spread to areas away
from the weld. In contrast, in Group H specimens and in all the
longitudinal fillet weld specimens in Groups C and D, the yield
zones initiated near the fusion line had spread to portions sig-
nificantly away from the weld, which increased the total deform-
ation capacity of the connection.
19
6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1 PUDDLE WELD CONNECTIONS
1) Type D puddle weld connections in Groups A and B showed
considerable out-of-plane deformations, which were observed when
the plate near the weld had started yielding. The failure in
these specimens was initiated by plate tearing at the contour of
the weld to and the final failure was by transverse tearing of
the plate.
2) The failure modes in Type C specimens of Group A were simi-
lar to the shear and bearing type of failures observed in bolted
connections.
3) The average yield strength 0yt' developed by the cover plates
of Types D and C connections in Group A, were 0.710 and 0.210 ,
--y --y
respectively. The average 0yt for type D connections in Group B
was 0.920 .
--y
4) The average tensile strength Ott' developed by the cover
plates of types D and C connections in Group A, were 0.550 t and
0.200
t
, respectively. The average Ott for type D connections in
Group A was p.700t.
6.2 FILLET WELD CONNECTIONS
1) In most of the specimens, the failure was initiated near the
fusion line of the weld, and in very few specimens, the primary
failure was due to the shearing of the fillet weld.
A. Longitudinal Fillet Weld Connections
2) In longitudinal fillet weld specimens, Types C and F, the
failure was initiated at the ends of the weld and the final fail-
20
ure mode was accompanied by considerable out-of-plane deformations
which started when the yield load P was reached in these spec i-y
mens. Type J specimens in Group C and Type L specimens in Group
D failed by transverse tearing of the plate.
The shear strength LSU ' developed by very short welds in
Type C specimens were about 100% higher than the shear strength
Lsa of the weld metal. The yield strengths of the cover plates
which failed by transverse tearing were slightly higher than the
material yield strength obtained from coupon tests, but their
tensile strengths were on the average 10% higher than the coupon
tensile strength.
B. Transverse Fillet Weld Connections
4) The primary failure mode in all transverse fillet weld con-
nections was by plate tearing at the contour of the weld. The
yield strength of flat sheet cover plates in Group H specimens
ranged from 1.05cr to 1.52cr and their tensile strength rangedy y
from 0.94cr t to 1.23crt, where cry and crt are the meterial yield
and tensile strengths, respectively, obtained from the tension
coupon test. The yield strength of most of the channel section
cover plates in Group E specimens ranged from 0.85cr to 1.31cry y
and their tensile strengths ranged from 0.64crt to 0.97cr t which
averaged to about O.Scr t .
5) The comparison of load deformation curves plotted for fil-
let weld connections showed that the deformations at ultimate load
0u' and at fracture of' for Group E specimens (channel section
Cover plates) were considerably lower than those observed for
other graphs of fillet weld specimens, i.e. longitudinal as well
21
as transverse. In other words~ the ductility of Group E connect-
ions was lower than those in Groups C, D, and H.
22
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SINGlE SHEET PUDDLE WELDS
A D ONE FLAT A AfB 1~f7 D 0.8 18 -- I 7(16 -- III 4
A C ONE FLAT A E/B 28/7 C c.6 28 -- II 7/16 -- III 5
DOUBLE SHEET PUDDLE WELDS
B D TWO FLAT B AlB 1~/7 D 1.4 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
LONGITUDINAL FILLET WELDS
C C ONE FIAT C AlB 18/7 C (:.8 18 -- I ..,/,(; __ TT; ,I'~""" _ .... - .,
C F ONE FLAT C A/B 18/7 F 1.4 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
C F ONE FLAT C A/A 18/18 F 1.5 18 -- I Two 18 gage 4
plates
C T ONE FLAT C A/B 18/7 J 2.5 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 2
'"C - ONE FLAT C A/A 18/18 J 2.6 18 -- I Two 18 gage 4....
plates
,.. C Or-t"E FLAT C A/B 18/7 C 1.1 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
"C F ONE FLAT C A/B 18/7 F 1.6 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
.~ ... "".,.- ...,.,.~....., C A/A 18/18 F 1.5 12 -- l: :'W:: 12 gage 5~ r J. , =- r .ut1....
plates
,..
.; ONE FLAT C A/B 18/7 J 2.5 12 -- I 7,'1:: -- III 2
..
TABLE 1-
TYPES OF WELDED CONNECTIONS STUDIED IN mE FIR~ PHA::F.'JP HlVE"T:~T:,)ri




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
.~ U). Ili! ~ ~ ~ ~,...... U); A ~ ~ ~ . ~ i f:) ~ HP'i ,...... t§ li! 0~ ~ H ~ ,...... B~~~ ~ ~8 0 • U) .. .. ~ ~ ~ ~if o H re H ~ ~ ~ ~u U) U) ~~ ~ I%. ~ I%. ~ ~ U) li! 0 ~ U) E-f P'i ~~ ~ &1 ~ ~ o I"iIo U I"iI 0 E-fre ! o -- fj E-f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 P'i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~H H ~ 0U) E-f U) I%. ~
'l" C CHAN1"EL D AlB 18/7 C c.8 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3n F CHANNEL D AlB 18/7 F 1.7 18 -- I 7116 -- III 3L CHANNEL D AlB 18/7 L 3.0 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3
!j) C CHANNEL D AlB 12/7 C 0.9 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
D F CHANNEL D AlB 12/7 F 1.4 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 4
D L CHANNEL D AlB 12/7 L 3.0 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 3
TRANSVERSE FILLET WELDS
H C ONE FLAT H AlB 18/7 C 0·9 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3
Ii P ONE FLAT H A/B 18/7 F l.5 18 -- I 7116 -- III 3 IL ONE FLAT H AlB 18/7 L 3.0 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3P ONE FLAT H AlB 18/7 P 4.c 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3,., ONE FL.A.T H AlB 12/7 C l.e 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 3.....
11 F ONE FLAT H AlB 12/7 F 1.5 12 -- I 7116 -- III 3..
H L ONE FLAT H AlB 12/7 L 3.1 12 -- I 7/16 -- III 3
'U' "D J:NE FLAT H A/B 12/7 "D ), r- 12 -- I 7/J.? -TT 3. ... ..... '- I v -- ..:....L~
-
C CHAJ.l1ffiL E AlB 18/7 C C.9 18 -- I 7/16 -- III 3
-
: CHAll""NEL E AlB 18/7 F 1.5 18 -- I 7/1£ -- III 4
':" CHf.•.mn E A/B 18/7 L 3·e 18 -- :: 7/11' T"'T 3
-
....
, , c -- ~.,;.~, ,
-
F I C1:tAJn~ E ;'./B 18/7 F i 4.c lC -- :: 7/16 -- III 3,
.... :::."1:""r "t:"t") ...,~ '.,""'.--:- " ... -#""T 2 £:::;
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A - A!. B 81 C- -l,C-- -D 1)1 liA'.If:;).tJ\;=j
d t.J !
~~~ IN~ ~~~ IN__• __I~~__~~~ ~~~ ~~~_ --~~~_-tl
0.15 0.85 0.80 ~.75 I C.79
0.75 0.80 0.80 ~.8S C.~O t
0.80 0.85 0.80 0.8~ ,(.EI I
0.85 0.85 0.85 r.e5 C.S5
0.65 0.60 0.65 O.6~ 0.64
0.65 0.55 C.70 C.65 0.64
0.55 0.60 0.55 0.60 C.57
0.55 0.55 (1.65 0.60 0.59
0.60 0.55 0.50 0.60 0.56
7 , B 9 10 11 12
SPECIMEN
w E WIDTH EDGE T~ICK.
'tll ~T. "\ ~,..





A A/8 1811 01 3.50 1.40 0.051 3.50 1.40 0.051
A AiB 1811 02 3.48 1.60 0.052 3.48 1.60 0.051
A AlP. 18/1 03 3.£.9 1.60 0.052 3.49 1.60 0.050
A A/8 18/7 04 3.50 1.50 0.052 3.50 1.50 0.051
A EIB 28/1 Cl 3.50 1.45 0.018 3.49 1.45 O.OH
A EIB 28/1 C2 3.48 1.45 0.018 3.48 1.45 0.C18
A E/b 2et7 (,3 3.48 1.45 0.018 3.48 1.45 0.018
A EIB 28/7 C4 3.50 1.40 0.018 3.50 1.40 0.C18
A E/B 28/7 C5 3.48 1.40 0.018 3.45 1.50 0.018
TABLE 28
.****.**.*.**~••*.*~*****•••
• G P C U? A •









~ r--'5 11. 2- ~ 4 5 ~ 7 e -'9 10
"
\'2. ,-:S-,--I:
AV. MATERIAL PReps. E x PER I M ~ N TAL P.ESULTS
SPECIMEN AREA OF YlD. UlT. SHEAR lOA 0 S STRESSES OE=. t;..T ~·~QD = ~ F I:: !:. ~ 1':<',-. _.-
DESIGNATION CRITICAL STR. STR. STR. OF YIELD UL T. FINAL YIEll) ULT. SHEAR Ui..T. FI·.. t.L F~llU:;'-: i :35 ~VE
SECTION (COVER PLATE' WELD (COVER HATEl (WELD) LGAC L::'~2 i~ '; L :. .,.
Rt.. <J; CTI: 't",6. "'P'I ~\Jtt ~.f <f'jt '3'"tt T tbu. ~tau ISQ. IN. KSI. KS I. KS I. KIPS. KI PS. KIPS. KSI. KS 1. KSl. IN. Tt;. ,'Ii)~ 1
- - - ------ -------- ---t----
A AlB 18/7 01 0.357 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 11.40 13.48 2.00 I 32.0 31.8 - I 0.35 0.75 I PC+~l+PTI !>. ...c
A AlB 18/7 02 0.358 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 12.40 12.40 4.00 I 34.6 . 34.6 - I 0.02 C.b0 I P(+Pl+PTI 3 +r..~
A Ala 18/7 03 0.356 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 11.50 13.10 2.00 ~ 32.3 36.8 - I 0.35 0.8e 1 P(+PL+PTI ~+C
A AlB 18/7 04 0.360 , 41.CO 64.40 39.20 , 12.70 14.40 2.ao I 35.3 40.0 - I 0.32 C.9C' I P(+PL+PT\ A+D
A E/I3 28/7 C1 0.126 , 91.60 97.60 39.20 , 2.16 2.16 R I 21.9 21.9 - \ 0.02 0.70 I PS+P8 I A+O
A E/B 2811 C2 0.125 , 97.60 91.60 39.20 , P 1.94 0.40 I P 1~.5 - I 0.03 0.80 I p S+P a I 3+C
A EIB 28/7 C3 0.125 , 97.60 91.60 39.20 I 2.60 2.60 0.80 I 20.8 20.8 - I :)"('2 C.70 I PS+P9 I A+D
A E/B 28/7 C4 0.126 I 97.60 91.60 39.20 I P 2.54 0"80 , P 20.2 - I 0.01 0.60 I PS+PB I ~+O
A E/B 2811 C5 0.175 I ~1.60 97.60 39.20 I P 2.72 0.80 I P 21.8 - , 0.C5 0.50 I PS+P B I 8+C





p-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED




* SINGLE SHEET PUDDLE WELD *
**XXXXXXXKXKXKXK****XXXKKXXXX
.............................
SUMMARY OF RE SULTS
.............................
1 2 3 4 5 6
:;}'F;ClMEN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT MODE OF
m::HaNATION STRESS STRESS STRESS ULT. FAILURE
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD
r:Jyt/r:Jy r:Jttl r:Jr T IT eu TYPEsu sa
A AlB 1817 Dl 0.68 0.59 - 0.35 PC+PL+P.r
IA AlB 18/7 D2 0.74 0.54 - 0.02 PC+PL+PT
IA AlB 18/7 D3 0.69 0.50 - 0.35 PC+PL+PT
A AlB 18/7 D4 0.75 0.58 - 0.32 PC+PL+PT
A E/B 28/7 Cl 0.22 0.22 - 0.02 PS+PB
A J':jB 28/7 C2 P 0.16 - 0.03 PS+PB
A F:/B 28/7 C3 0.21 0.21 - 0.02 PS+PB
A E/B 28/7 c4 P 0.21 - 0.01 PS+PB
A f':/B 2817 C5 P 0.22 - 0.05 PS+PB
NOTE:
P-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED
TABLE 3A
*.**********.****.**.***.***
• ~ R CUP 9 •
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a A/B 18/7 01
B A/B 18/7 02
B A/B 18/7 03
B A/B 18/7 04
TABLE 38
•••••******••*******.**.***.
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.1 2. 3 4 S ,-- 7 - ~ -~ f I I f~-T----r4-·T---r5--10 12.
AV. MATERIAL PReps. E x PER I MEN TAL RES U l T S
SPECIMEN AREA OF YLO. UL T. SHEAR lOA D S STRESSES DEF. AT ~OD= OF FAJlUQE
DESIGNATION CRITICAL STR. STR. STR. OF VI ELD UL T. FINAL YIELD ULT. SHEAR IJlT. FINAL FAILURE OB'3ERVE')
SECTIONllCOVEO PLATEI WELD (CCVER PL ~T'=) (WELD) LOAD LQAC I ~l Pl AT=
Rt. cr~ Q""t: t'(u. ""'P" ~\,\\t 'P~ <:r"l:. c:rt~ T en", <i{8U




B AlB 18/7 01 0.418 I 41.00 (:4.40 3<}.20 I 28.60 28.60 2.00 I 41.3 41.3
-
I 0.04 C.85 I PC+PT+PlI A+D
a AlB 18/7 02 0.424 I 47.00 64.40 39. 20 , 32 • 60 31.30 4.00 I 47.3 54.0
-
I 0.28 0.70 I PC+PT+PLI he
8 AlB 18/7 03 0.419 , 41.00 64.40 39.20 , 32.40 32.40 4.00 I 116.6 li6.6
-
( 0.05 0.7C I PC+PT+PLI A+C
B A/S 18/7 04 0.421 I 47.00 64.40 3<}.20 ! 26.00 20.30 15.0 I 36.9 37.4
-






)( ll-X )(+IH( .)(.*.**.)(J(.)( )( X****-I(********
X GROUP B *
)(. DOUBLE SHEET PUDDLE WELD *
.**-J( **************************
· .
· SUMMARY OF RESULTS
.
· .
1 2 3 4 5 6
;PF;ClMEN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT MODE OF
bEmGNI\TION STRESS STRESS STRESS ULT. FAILURE
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD
° t/° °tt/onet T /T 8u TYPEy y su sa
1--.".. _ ....---
tn "/B 18/7 D1 0.88 0.61-1- 0.04 PC+Pl'+PL
tR "In 18/7 D2 1.01 0.81+ 0.28 PC+Pl'+PL
H "/B 18/7 03 0·99 0.73 0.05 PC+Pl'+PL
In "/1\ 18/7 D4 0.79 0.58 0.05 PC+Pl'+W
TA8L= 44
•••••••••*••••••••••••••••••
• G ~ CUP C *
• LONGITUCINAL cILLET WELD •






1 2 '=- 4- S b 7 F\ ~ 10 II 12- I~ 14- IS I I~ -
;OVER PLAT 01 MI.: NSIONS W E L 0 DIM ENE SIC N S !
SPECI~EN PLAT E A-a PLAT I: C-D A Al B tH l. 1..1 r:- 01 AV::::l'>S~
~IDIH LENG,H THICK. wIDTH LENGTH THICK.
, I
Sa. L,u tG. Sf:. LP2 toe. UWI
IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. I"!. IN •
- - . -----
.-
--- -
t AlB 1811 tl 3.00 9.00 0.051 2.99 9.00 0.C52 0.75 0.80 0.8e 0.80 0.75 ('.85 C.8C C.Cl':' I}. e1
t AlB 18/7 C2 3.00 9.00 0.051 3.00 9.00 0.052 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.95 0.90 0.95 l.('t' C.'?5 ~.9!
C AlB 1811 C3 2.99 9.00 0.051 3.00 9.00 0.051 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.80 0.90 " A- 0.95 0.95 0. 'F........ ")
t AlB 1811 C4 2.99 9.00 0.052 3.00 9.00 0.C51 0.95 0.90 0.85 1.05 0.<10 C.95 o.cl) C.95 C.93
( Alf:. 1811 Fl 2.913 9.00 0.052 2.98 9.00 0.051 1.48 1.25 1.25 1.30 1.50 1. 55 1.45 1.45 1. 4':'
C AlB 1811 F2 2.98 9.00 0.050 2.98 9.00 C.C51 1.25 1.40 1.30 1.30 1.60 1.70 1.50 1.6e 1.46
( AlB 1811 f3 3.00 9.00 0.052 3.00 9.00 0.050 1.35 1.30 1. 30 1.50 1.45 1.50 1.35 1.50 1.41
C AlB 18/7 fit 2.99 9.00 0.049 3.00 9.00 0.051 1.40 1.40 1.35 1.30 1.30 1.60 1.55 1.55 1.43
C AlA 18/18 Fl 3.00 9.00 C.050 2.99 9.00 0.051 1.45 1.50 1.60 1.60 1.70 1.tO 1.6':' 1.7~ ! • 5t?
C AlA 18/18 F2 2.98 9.00 0.050 2.97 9.00 0.050 1.55 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.65 1.50 1.6(' 1.60 1.59
C AlA 18/18 F3 2.98 9.00 0.051 2.98 9.00 0.050 1.50 1.50 1.55 1.55 1.45 1.55 1.55 1.50 1.52
C AlA 18/18 fit 2.98 9.00 0.050 2.98 9.00 0.051 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.15 1.60 1.55 1.60 1.60 1.59
C AlB 1811 Jl 3.00 9.00 0.051 2.98 9.00 0.050 2.50 2.70 2.35 2.25 2.60 2.45 2.35 2.50 ?46
t AlB 1811 J2 2.98 9.00 0.052 2.98 9.00 0.049 2.60 2.40 2.60 2.50 2.40 2.45 2.50 2.60 2.51
C A/A 18/18 Jl 3.00 9.00 0.050 2.99 9.00 0.050 2.45 2.60 2.60 2.45 2.45 2.55 2.45 2.55 2.51
C AlA 18/18 J2 2.97 9.00 0.049 2.97 9.00 0.04c) 2.50 2.75 2.55 2.65 2.10 2.65 2.60 2.70 2.64
C A/A 18/18 J3 2.99 9.00 0.051 3.00 9.00 0.050 2.60 2.70 2.60 2.70 2.55 2.50 2.90 2.70 2.M
C AlA 18/18 J4 3.00 9.00 0.050 2.98 9.00 0.051 2.70 2.65 2.80 2.60 2.65 2.60 2.65 2.60 2.6t
C A/B 12/7 Cl 3.00 9.00 0.109 2.99 9.00 0.109 1.05 1.00 1.15 1.10 1.15 1.10 1.10 1.05 1.09
C A/B 12/7 C2 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.25 1.00 1.15 1.00 1.05 1.15 1.20 1.15 1.12
C AlB 12/1 C3 2.99 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.25 1.10 1.20 1.10 1.15 1.10 1.20 1.11) 1.15
( A/B 1211 (4 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.20 1.10 1.35 1.05 1.25 1.35 1.20 1.30 1.22
C AlB 12/7 Fl 3.00 9.00 0.109 3.00 9.00 0.109 1.55 1.50 1.70 1.55 1.65 1.60 1.60 1.45 1.57
C AlB 12/1 f2 3.00 9.00 0.109 3.00 9.00 0.109 1.60 1.65 1.95 1.60 1.65 1.50 1.80 1.45 1.~~
C AlB 12/1 f3 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.00 1.65 1.65 1.60 1.45 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.61.
C AlB 1217 F4 2.98 9.00 0.108 2.C;8 9.00 0.109 1.65 1.55 1.75 1.60 1.7':) 1.55 1.50 1.65 1. b2
C AlA 12112 F1 2.98 9.00 0.108 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.30 1.40 1.45 1.45 1.50 1.45 1.45 ~.55 1.41.
C AlA 12112 F 2 3.00 9.00 0.109 3.00 9.00 0.109 1.50 1.35 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.55 1.6e 1.1(\ 1.52
tAlA 12112 F3 2.98 9.00 0.108 2.98 9.00 0.108 1.60 1.65 1.55 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.7C 1.50 1.5t
C AlA 12/12 F4 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.50 1.40 1. 50 1.45 1.70 1.60 1.45 1.60 1. 52
C AlA 12112 F5 2.97 9.00 0.109 2.98 9.00 0.109 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.55 1.45 1.50 1.6(1 1.60 1.52
( AlB 12/7 Jl 3.00 9.00 0.109 2.99 9.00 0.109 2.65 2.45 2.45 2.50 2.45 2.60 2.35 2.70 2.52
( AlB 1217 J2 2.98 9.00 0.109 2.97 9.00 0.109 2.55 2.40 2.5/') 2.35 2.50 3.10 2.60 2.45 2.56
•••••** •• * •• * •••••••***.****
• G R CUP C •
• LONGITUDINAL FILLET WELD *





1- 2. I 3 4- S , 7 .~. T -~- 10 - II 12- 14 I 15--.13
I AV. !'\ATERIAL PROPS. E X PER 1 ~ E N TAL ~ E S U L T S
SPECIMEN !AREA OFI 'flD. ULT. SHEAR L a A 0 S S T RES S E S OE~. AT .'1:]:'E C'~ 1;:t.!lU:;~
DES IGNAT ION RITICAL STR. STR. STR. OJ: YIELD ULT. FINAL YIELD ULT. Sh=A~ Uli. ~~~AL ~AIL~Q= 12~S=~v=c
SECTION (COVER PLATE) wELD (COVE' PLAT" (WELO' LOAO LO'O t'N PLAT'
Re ~'I (j"'~ 'ts~ "'P" ~ul~ ~t CT'ft ~ tt 'tl \4 CC\a l£ t
SO.IN. KSI. KSI. KSI. KIPS. KIPS. KIPS. KS 1 • KSI • KSI • I ~J. IN. ~ 1)~
- r----------- --------- --------
C AlB' 18/1 C1 0.305 47.CO H.40 39.20 10.20 10.32 2.00 I 33.39 33.78 88.75 C.04 0.30 1 PC+PL+WSI A+C
C AlB 18/7 C2 0.306 , 41.00 64.40 39.20 11.20 11.20 2.00 , 36.00 36.6~ 85.10 a.03 C. 35 PC+Ol+,lS i :"+C
C 1./8 18/1 C3 0.305 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 10.80 10.80 2.00 I 35.35 35.35 85.58 0.05 0.30 PC+PL+WS I A+C-
C AlB 1817 C4 0.307 , 41.00 64.40 39.20 10.60 11.20 2.00 , 34.53 36.48 82.98 0.02 0.30 PC+PL+wSI 13+C
C' A/8 1817 Fl 0.305 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 13.10 13.20 2.00 , 42.89 43.21 64.88 C.03 0.45 W5+PC+PL I B+C
C A/8 18/7 F2 0.299 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 13.00 13.30 4.00 I 43.41 44.41 64.21 C.06 0.50 WS+PC+PLI 8+0 .
C A/8 18/l F3 0.304 I 41.00 64.40 39.20 13.80 14.20 2.00 I 45.32 46.63 10.36 0.10 0.~5 wS+f)C+PlI A+D
C AlB 18/7 F4 0.300 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 13.00 13.10 2.CO , 43.40 43.14 64.13 0.C6 0.55 ~IS+PC+PLI B+D
C AlA 18/18 F1 0.301 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 P 12.14 4.00 I P 40.33 5~.60 0.09 O.4C PC+Pl I A+D
C AlA 18/18 F2 0.298 I 47.00 64.40 39.2') P 12.16 4.00 , P 4C.7e, 54.0~ 0.11 (\.35 PC+oL I g+c
( AlA 18/18 F3 0.300 I 41.00 64.40 39.20 12.80 12.86 4.00 42.61 42.81 59.41 0.05 0.45 PC+Pl A+C
C AlA 18/18 F" 0.299 , 41.00 64.40 39.20 12.16 12.78 4.00 42.61 42.67 56.65 0.05 0.50 PC+PL A+C
t AlB 18/7 J1 0.302 47.00 64.40 39.20 14.90 17.10 3.CO 49.34 56.62 48.62 0.20 0.40 PT AB+CO
C A/B 18/7 J2 0.299 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 14.30 15.90 3.00 47.75 53.09 44.64 0.15 0.75 PT A~+~D
C AlA 1&/18 Jl 0.300 47.00 64.40 39.20 14.80 15.80 4.00 49.27 52.60 44.34 0.11 0.45 PT M+CD
tAIl. 16/18 J4 0.292 47.00 6,..40 39.20 1,..30 14.30 ,..00 4e.93 48.93 38.97 0.15 0.50 PT Af\+CO
C AlA 11/18 JI 0.100 47.00 64.40 39.20 15.41 15." •• 00 Sl.!O 52.73 42.05 0.15 0.4C PT A8+CD( AlA 1.8/18 J. o.!OO 47.00 6.....0 ~9.20 14.50 15.10 4.00 48.35 52.35 41.68 0.20 0.45 PT AB+CO
C A/8 12/7 (I 0.653 37.90 50.50 39.20 22.20 23.00 4.00 34.00 35.23 68.61 0.10 0.50 WS+PL A+C
C AlB 12/7 (2 0.648 37.90 50.50 39.20 19.50 23.20 4.00 30.09 35.79 67.43 C.l1 0.65 WS+PL B+C
t A/B 1211 (3 0.654 37.90 50.50 39.20 21.00 24.60 4.00 32.12 31.63 69.08 0.10 0.65 WS+PL A+O
( 1./8 1211 C4 0.653 31.90 50.50 39.20 P 25.00 4.00 p 38.31 65.90 0.13 0.65 WS+PL A+O
( 1./8 1217 Fl 0.656 37.90 50.50 39.20 24.00 21.30 4.00 36.61 41.65 56.10 0.15 1.10 PC+PL A+D
C 1./8 1211 F2 0.651 37.90 50.50 39.20 25.90 28.40 4.00 39.18 43.63 56.10 C.ll 0.95 P(+PL B+C
C AlB 12/7 F3 0.650 37.90 50.50 39.20 26.50 28.20 4.00 40.19 43.41 55.66 0.20 o.eB PC+PL B+C
t AI8 12/1 Fit 0.647 , 37.90 50.50 39.20 26.50 28.30 4.00 40.98 43.16 56.98 0.25 C.95 PC+PL B+D
C A/A 12/12 F1 0.641 I 31.90 50.50 3CJ.20 P 24.50 8.00 P 31.89 55.~1 0.20 0.70 WS+PL I A+C
C AlA 12/12 F2 0.653 , 37.90 50.50 39.20 P 24.90 4.00 P 38.16 53.09 0.15 0.80 WS+PL I A+C
( AlA 12/12 F~ 0.644 , 37.90 50.50 39.20 21.00 26.00 4.00 32.62 40.39 54.10 0.12 1.00 WS+PC+PLI B+C
C AlA 12112 F,. 0.1)50 I 37.90 50.'50 39.20 22.00 25.90 4.00 33.86 39.81 55.10 (1.1 5 0.85 I WS+PC +Pll A+C
C AlA 12112 F~ 0.650 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 21.00 26.10 4.00 32.31 41.07 5b.61 0.15 0.85 I ws+rC+PLI A+C
C A/8 1217 Jl 0.654 , 31.90 50.50 3Q.20 2b.')O :31.10 6.0(' 40.4<; 41.52 30 .96 0.35 O.QO I pr I A2 +C ()





p-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED
TABLE 4C
****************************
* G R 0 U P C *
* LONGITUDINAL FILLET WELD *
* --FLAT SHEET-- *
****************************
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
































.-------1--------- - . 2. --------------------~-------- ----345
SPf-CIMEN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT MO
DESIGNATION STRESS STRESS STRESS ULT. FA I
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD
Cf'H:ItJ'I q-t. t Irr t; 'fsIJ./7io. Cbu. l''l
~---------------------------------
C AlB 18/7 C1 0.11 0.52 2.26 I 0.04 I PC+P
C A/B 18/7 C2 0.18 0.57 2.17 I 0.03 I PC+P
C AlB 18/7 C3 0.15 0.55 2.18 I 0.05 I PC+P
C A/B 18/1 C4 0.13 0.57 2.12 I 0.02 I PC+P
C AlB 18/1 Fl 0.91 0.61 1.66 I 0.03 I WS+P
C A/B 18/7 F2 0.92 0.69 1.64 I 0.06 I WS+P
C A/B 18/7 F3 0.96 0.12 1.19 I 0.10 I WS+P
C AlB 18/7 F4 0.92 0.68 1.65 , 0.C6 WS+P
C A/A 18/18 F1 P 0.63 1.37 I 0.08 PC
C AlA 18/18 F2 P 0.63 1.38 I 0.11 PC
C A/A 18/18 F3 0.91 0.66 1. 52 I 0.05 PC
C AlA 18/18 F4 0.91 0.66 1.45 0.05 PC
C AlB 18/7 J1 1.05 0.88 1.24 0.20 PT
C AlB 18/7 J2 1.02 0.82 1.14 0.15 PT
C A/A 18/18 J1 1.05 0.82 1.13 0.11 PT
C AlA 18/18 J2 I 1.04 0.16 0.99 0.15 PT
C A/A 18/18 J3 1.09 0.82 1.01 0.15 Pl
C AlA 18/18 J4 1.03 0.81 1.06 0.20 PT
C A/B 12/7 C1 0.90 0.10 1.15 0.10 WS
C A/U 12/7 C2 0.19 0.11 1.12 0.11 WS
C AlB 12/7 C3 0.85 0.15 1.16 0.10 WS
C AlB 12/7 C4 P 0.76 1.68 0.13 WS
C AlB 12rf F 1 0.91 0.82 1.43 0.15 PC
C A/B 12/1 F2 1.05 0.86 1.43 0.11 PC
C AlB 12/7 F3 1.08 0.86 1.42 0.20 PC
C AlB 12/7 F4 1.08 0.87 1.45 0.25 PC
C A/A 12/12 F1 P 0.15 1.41 0.20 WS
C AlA 12/12 F2 P 0.76 1.35 0.15 WS
C AlA 12/12 F3 0.86 0.80 1.40 0.12 WS+P
C AlA 12/12 F4 0.89 0.79 1.41 0.15 WS+P
C AlA 12/12 F5 0.85 0.81 1.45 0.15 WS+P
C A/B 12/7 J1 1.07 0.94 1.02 0.35 PT





p __ YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WEL~-OEFINEO
TA8LE SA
****************************
* GPO U P D *






1 2. ~ 4 5 G 7 8 ~ 10 11 12- I~ 14- IS lCo I
l.LIV t:tc: PL AT DIMENSIONS W E L 0 DIM ENE S ION S I
SPECIMEN PLATE A-B PLATE C-D A Al B B1 C C1 C 01 AV=c.t.S~
WIDTH hEIGHT THICK. WIDTH HEIGHT THICK.
SQ. h~ lQ. CSt c he. te. Lt..7
IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. PI.
D AlB 18/1 (1 3.C5 0.80 0.052 3.00 0.80 0.051 0.85 0.80 0.15 0.80 0.80 0.8') 0.8(') C.75 ('.79
o AlB 18/1 C2 3.05 0.81 0.052 3.00 0.80 0.051 0.15 0.75 0.80 0.75 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.130 0·. ;0
o AlB 18/1 C3 3.00 0.83 0.051 3.00 0.83 0.051 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.80 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.()O r:'.5E
o AlB 18/1 Fl 3.05 0.81 0.051 3.05 0.82 0.050 1.80 1.60 1.70 1.45 1.50 1.60 1.65 1.55 1.61
o A/B 18/7 F2 3.10 0.80 0.051 3.05 0.80 0.050 1.65 1.75 1.70 2.05 1.10 1.75 1. 60 1.55 1. 72
o AlB 1811 F3 3.05 0.82 0.051 3.05 0.81 0.C'51 1.10 1.10 1.75 1.85 1.45 1.80 1.70 1. 70 1.71
o AlB 1811 II 3.10 0.82 0.051 3.10 0.80 0.052 2.95 3.00 3.00 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.00 3.00 2.99
o AlB 18/1 L2 3.15 0.81 0.051 3.10 0.82 0.C51 3.05 3.00 3.05 3.00 2.90 3.05 3.05 2.95 3.01
o A/B 18/1 L3 3.15 0.79 0.051 3.05 0.83 0.051 3.00 2.95 3.05 3.00 3.00 2.95 3.00 3.0':' 2.99
o AlB 1211 C1 3.13 0.80 C.I09 3.10 0.82 0.109 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.91
o Ala 1211 C2 3.15 0.78 0.109 3.15 0.80 0.109 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.85 1.00 0.80 1.05 0.85 ('.27
o AlB 12/7 C3 3.15 0.80 O.lOq ~.15 o.eo 0.109 O.CjO o.eo 0.90 0.85 0.90 '.95 ~.90 (\.95 0.89
o A/B 1211 Fl 3.14 0.84 C.109 3.12 0.83 0.108 1.50 1.50 1.45 1.50 1.40 1.45 1.41) 1.45 1.46
o A/B 12/7 F2 3.15 0.80 0.109 3.10 0.82 0.108 1.30 1.25 1.25 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.40 1.39
o A/B 12/1 F3 3.10 0.81 0.108 3.13 0.81 0.109 1.35 1.55 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.45 1.65 1.60 1.51
o A/B 1211 F6 3.15 0.83 0.109 3.13 0.82 0.108 1.35 1.30 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.60 1.45 1.50 1.42
a AlB 1211 L1 3.13 0.81 0.110 3.15 0.81 0.109 3.00 2.90 2.95 2.95 3.00 2.95 3.00 2.95 2.9c
o AlB 12/1 l2 3.08 0.90 0.109 3.12 0.81 0.108 3.05 3.05 2.95 3.00 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.99
o AlB 1211 L3 3.15 0.80 0.109 3.15 0.80 0.109 3.05 3.05 2.95 3.00 3.00 3.CO 3.('10 2.95 3.,)~
TABLE 59
**•••••**.****~.****.**.**.*
• G R CUP 0 *






1.- 2. :;- 4. '5 I ~ - 7 ~I 9 I 0 ~2-1~-T----r4--1---fc;---
I~ PLATE
AV~--KATERIA-CPRCPS.-T EX P E I:l I MEN TAL ~ E S U l T <::
SPECIMEN
DESIGNATION
AREA OFI YLD. ULT. SHEAQ. L a A D ~---- S TR E S S = S C'~F. ilT 1 ~CCE CF II=AI'_'-':::
~RITICAL STR. STR. STR. OF YIELD ULT. FINAL YIELD UlT. SHEAR ULT. FI~~LI FA:LU~= CES~~::::'
SECTIONj(COVER PLATEt WELD (COVER PLATEt (WELOt LOAD LeAD
_______+-sQ~I~ ~~~ ~_~._ ~!~ ~?s. :;;~~ :;:~s. ~'I~_~\~_~~t -~~~--~~~-t--::~~-~-----
o AlB 18/7 C1 0.465 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I P 17.60 2.00 I P 37.82 76.20 f 0.C8 0.30 I pc+wS+Plf A+D
o A/B 18/1 CZ 0.463' 41.00 64.40 39.20 \ P 19.40 2.00 P 41.88 85.24 I 0.07 0.?5 , PC+~S+PLI 3+C
o AlB 18/7 C3 0.464 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I P 21.20 2.00 P 45.64 83.48 I 0.10 0.40 I Pc+ws+oLI A+D
D AlB 18/1 F1 0.462 41.00 64.40 39.20 \ 20.80 21.00 4.00 44.98 45.41 45.77 \ 0.08 0.50 I PC+PT+PLf 8+0
o A/B 18/7 F2 0.464 47.00 64.40 39.20 22.40 23.40 4.00 48.25 50.41 47.43 I 0.18 0.50 I PC+PT+PLI B+O
o A/B 18/1 F3 0.467 47.00 64.40 39.20 21.90 21.90 4.00 46.90 46.90 44.50 0.10 C.~5 I PC+PT+PLI A+C
D AlB 18/1 II 0.476 41.00 64.40 39.20 24.30 29.40 8.00 51.05 61.77 33.68 0.20 0.45 \ PT I B+O
o AlB 18/7 l2 0.472 47.00 64.40 39.20 22.40 21.40 8.00 41.42 58.01 31.15 0.25 0.50 I PT I AB+CO
D A/B 18/1 l3 0.470 47.00 64.40 39.20 23.80 28.60 8.00 50.62 60.84 33.18 0.25 0.35 I PT I B+C
o AlB 12/7 C1 0.984 37.90 50.50 39.20 P 28.50 4.00 P 28.91 51.06 0.11 0.30 I WS I A+D
o AlB 12/7 C2 C.980 31.90 50.50 39.20 P 25.20 4.00 P 25.72 47.25 0.10 0.30 I WS 'A+C
o AlB 12/7 C3 0.985 31.90 50.50 39.20 P 29.00 4.00 P 29.46 52.83 0.15 0.20 I WS I A+D
·0 AjB 12/1 F1 0.998 37.90 50.50 39.20 P 39.30 8.00 P 39.38 43.81 0.15 0.70 I PC+PT+PL\ 8+0
o AlB 12/1 F2 0.982 37.90 50.50 39.20 P 39.10 8.00 P 39.81 45.14 0.20 0.50 \ PT I 8+0
D A/B 12/1 f3 0.981 31.90 50.50 39.20 P 39.60 8.00 P 40.36 42.62 0.20 0.70 I PC+PT+PLI A+C
D A/B 12/1 F6 0.992 37.90 50.50 39.20 P 35.50 8.00 P 35.19 40.61 0.09 0.40 I WS I 8+D
D A/B 12/7 II 0.991 31.90 50.50 39.20 41.80 45.90 8.00 42.16 46.30 25.10 0.20 0.85 I PT IA8+CO
o A/B 12/1 l2 0.995 37.90 50.50 39.20 40.60 44.90 8.00 40.19 45.11 24.41 0.35 0.70 I PT I A[<+CD
D AlB 12/7 l3 0.984 37.90 50.50 39.20 42.10 45.00 8.00 42.18 45.13 24.43 0.20 0.65 I PT I A6+CDI ~ l_ ___l_. 1 1 1 _
NOTE:
P-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED
TABLE 5C
****************************
* G R 0 U P 0 *
* LONGITUDINAL FILLET WELD *
* --CHANNEL-- *
****************************








• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~-----_._-------
-------------------
~--------1. 2- ~ 4- 15" ~
SPECiMEN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT MODE OF
DESIGNATION STRESS STRESS STRESS ULT. FAILUF~f
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD
t::r'i t Jrs't (ftt /(ft 'rl""/'r, .. ~~ 1'1 PE.f--------- _______
-----------------------------.
------ ---------
D A/B 18/7 C1 I P 0.59 1.94 I 0.08 PC+WS+DL
0 A/B 18/7 C2 I P 0.65 2.17 I 0.07 PC+WS+PL
D A/B 18/7 C3 I P 0.71 2.13 0.10 PC+WS+PL
[) A/B 18/7 F1 I 0.96 0.71 1.17 0.08 PC+PT+PL
D A/B 18/7 F2 I 1.03 0.78 1.21 0.18 PC+PT+PL
[) AlA 18/7 F3 I 1.00 0.73 1.14 0.10 PC+PT+Pl
0 A/B 18/7 L1 1.09 0.96 0.86 0.20 PT
D A/B 18/7 L2 1.01 0.90 0.81 0.25 PT
0 A/B 18/7 L3 1.08 0.94 0.85 0.25 PT
0 A/B 12/7 C1 P 0.57 1.30 0.17 WS
0 A/B 12/7 C2 P 0.51 1.21 0.10 WS
0 A/B 12/7 C3 P 0.58 1.35 0.15 HS
0 A/B 12/7 F1 P 0.78 1.12 0.15 PC+PT+PL
[) AlB 12/7 F2 P 0.79 1.17 0.20 PT
0 A/B 12/7 F3 P 0.80 1.09 0.20 PC+PT+PL
0 A/B 12/7 F6 P 0.71 1.04 0.09 WS
D A/B 12/7 L1 1.11 0.92 0.64 0.20 PT
[) A/B 12/7 L2 1.08 0.89 0.62 0.35 PT




P-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WEll-DEFINED
TA9LE 6A
****************************
* G R G U P H *
* TRANSVERSE FILLET WELD •





1. 2. "3 4 I 5' CD 7 -Pl 9 fo II 12 I~ 14- IS' IG:>
COVER PLATE OI~ENSIONS W E L 0 DIM E N f S I 0 ~ S
SPECI~EN PLATE A-e PLATE C-O A Al B 81 C Cl 0 01 AVE'RAG~
WIDTH LENGTH THICK. WIDTH LENGTH THICK.
So. L~ t~ s.c L,bl tt. LI.J
IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. IN. Tt\!.
-- -- - - ------ -------
H AlB 18/7 C1 4.00 2.99 0.051 3.99 2.99 0.051 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.85 0.89
H AlB 18/7 C2 3.98 3.00 0.050 3.97 3.00 0.050 1.00 0.90 0.85 1.00 0.94
H AlB 1811 C3 3.99 3.00 0.051 3.91 3.00 0.051 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.95 ('.87
H AlB 18/7 Fl 4.00 2.91 0.050 3.99 2.98 0.050 1.60 1.55 1.50 1.40 1 .51
H AlB 18/7 F2 3.98 3.00 0.051 3.97 3.00 0.050 1.50 1.50 1.30 1. 50 1.45
HAle 1811 F3 3.99 3.00 0.050 3.99 3.00 0.051 1.90 1.50 1.50 1.40 1.57
H AlB 18/1 11 3.98 3.00 C.051 3.98 3.00 0.051 3.00 2.95 3.05 2.95 2.99
H AlB 18/1 l2 3.98 3.00 0.051 3.98 3.00 0.051 . 3.15 2.90 3.10 3.00 3.04
H AlB 18/7 l3 3.98 3.00 0.050 3.98 3.00 0.051 2.95 3.00 3.10 2.95 3.00
H AlB 18/1 PI 3.98 2.90 0.051 3.98 2.80 0.048 3.98 3.98 3.98 3.98 3. 0 8
H AlB 18/7 PZ 4.00 2.80 0.051 4.00 2.80 0.051 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
M A/8 18/7 P3 4.00 2.80 0.050 4.00 2.80 0.052 4.00 4.00 4.0(1 4.00 4.0~
H AlB 12/7 C1 3.98 3.00 0.108 3.98 3.00 0.108 1.00 0.95 1.05 0.95 0.99
H AlB 1211 C2 3.99 3.00 0.109 3.98 3.00 0.108 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96
H AlB 1217 C3 4.00 3.00 0.108 3.99 3.00 0.108 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96
H AlB 1217 Fl 3.91 3.00 0.109 3.98 3.00 0.108 1.55 1.10 1.55 1.50 1.57
H AlB 1211 F2 3.98 3.00 0.108 3.99 3.00 0.108 1.50 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.54
H AlB 1211 F3 3.98 3.00 0.109 3.98 3.00 0.101 1.65 1.60 1.55 1.60 1.60
H AlB 1211 II 3.97 3.00 0.108 3.99 3.00 0.109 3.15 2.90 3.05 3.15 3.('6
H AlB 12/1 L2 3.91 3.00 0.109 3.98 3.00 0.108 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.15 3.11
H AlB 12/1 L3 3.98 3.00 0.109 3.98 3.00 0.109 3.15 3.10 3.10 3.15 3.13
H AlB 12/1 PI 3.98 2.95 0.108 3.91 2.80 0.109 3.98 3.98 3.91 3.97 3.97
H AlB 1211 P2 3.99 2.80 0.108 3.99 2.80 0.109 3.99 3.99 3.99 3.99 3.°9
H AlB 1211 P3 3.98 2.80 0.108 3.97 2.80 0.108 3.98 3.98 3.97 3.97 3.97
TA8LE 68
••••••••••••••••*.**•••*****
• G R CUP H •
* TRANSVERSE FILLET WELD •






.1- 2 3 4 S- ~ 7 8 9 10 II 12 '-3 "r-14- -- IS
t.1J • MATERIAL PReps. E x PER I MEN TAL RES U L T S
SPECIMEN AREA OF YlO. ULT. SHEAR LOA 0 S S T R E ~ S E ~ DEF. AT ~ODE CF FAILUC:
DESIGNATI ON CRITICAL STR. STR. STR. OF y ItLD UL I. FINAL YltLu Ul T. SHEAR ULT. fINAL FAIlUQ!: lJBSERV ')
SECTIONfCOVE. PLATE' WELD (COVER PLATE' (WELD I LOAD letO Pi Pl~ ;:
Ae Q"''j q-t tt'\, P'I 'R"t -Po( l;J'"'1~ "J"tt 1:su. Ci"" 'b.f
SQ.IN. KSI. KSI. KSI. KIPS. Kl PS. KI PS. KSI. KSI. KSI. IN. IN. 'T'I\>c
H AlB 18/7 C1 0.090 I 47.00 (:4.40 39.20 I 6.40 7.12 R I 71.33 79.35 112.24 0.03 O.le PC I B+D
H AlB 18/1 t2 0.094 I 47.00 (:4.40 39.20 I 5.80 7.18 R I 61.87 76.59 108.33 0.03 0.08 PC , B+C
H AlB 18/1 C3 0.089 , 47.00 e4.40 39.20 I 5.60 6.34 R , 62.75 11.04 100.49 0.03 0.10 r>c I ~+C
H AlB 1817 F1 0.151 I 41.00 c4.40 39.20 9.30 10.14 R I 61.13 11.29 100.84 0.13 0.20 PC , B+O
H AlB 1817 F2 0.147 I 41.00 (:4.40 39.20 9.00 10.28 R I 61.39 10.13 99.19 0.Q7 (l.15 PC I 8~C
H AlB 18/7 F3 0.159 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 P 10.10 R I P 63.56 89.89 0.06 0.15 PC I B~D
H AlB 18/7 Ll 0.306 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 11.50 19.50 2.00 51.26 63.80 90.25 0.15 0.40 PC I :'c+CO
H AlB 18/1 L2 0.308 I 41.00 64.40 39.20 11.00 19.60 2.00 55.14 63.51 89.92 0.20 0.45 PC AB+CD
H AlB 1817 l3 0.303 , 41.00 (:4.40 39.20 16.00 18.10 2.00 52.86 59.80 84.58 0.15 0.55 PC AB+CD
H AlB 18/7 PI 0.394 I 41.00 64.40 39.20 19.50 23.00 R 49.54 58.43 82.65 0.25 0.35 PC e+o
H AlB 18/7 P2 0.406 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 22.20 25.60 4.00 54.63 62.99 89.10 0.24 0.60 PC A+C
H AlB 1817 P3 0.401 I 41.00 64.40 39.20 22.00 26.30 4.00 54.03 64.59 91.35 0.40 0.60 PC+PT B+[l
H AlB 1217 C1 0.213 , 31.90 50.50 39.20 12.00 12.60 R 56.26 59.01 83.55 0.02 0.15 PC 6+(
H All 12/1 t2 0.209 , 37.90 50.50 19.20 10.00 10.92 R 1,7.90 52.31 73.98 0.02 0.10 PC 8+C
H A/8 1211 t3 0.20& I 37.~O !O.~O 39.20 10.60 11.94 R '1.01 51.46 81.21 0.04 0.10 PC A+O
H AlB 12/7 Fl 0.342 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 17.50 18•.80 4.00 51018 54.98 71.11 0.12 e.25 PC A+C
H AlB UlT F2 0.332 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 18.00 18.80 4.00 54.20 56.61 80.01 0.01 0.25 PC A+C
H AlB 12/7 F3 0.345 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 11.90 18.00 4.00 51.81 52.16 73.11 0.03 0.20 PC A+C
H AlB 12/7 II 0.663 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 29.00 31.30 8.00 43.12 41.19 66.74 0.13 0.45 PC !.B+CD
H AlB 1217 l2 0.676 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 30.00 32.10 8.00 44.40 41.50 61.19 0.12 0.50 PC Ae+CD
I
H AlB 1217 L3 0.619 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 28.00 32.30 R 41.23 41.51 61.28 0.11 0.45 PC , A+C
H AlB 1217 P1 0.862 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 36.40 44.70 15.0 42.22 51.85 13.33 0.40 0.10 PC+PT , B+C
H AlB 1217 P2 0.863 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 36.00 44.00 20.0 41.69 50.96 72.08 0.40 0.15 PC+PT I AE+C
H AlB 1217 P3 0.858 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 34.80 45.20 R 40.51 52.69 14.53 0.45 0.70 PC+PT I A8+CD1_______ I ___________L___ i I
NOTE:
P-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED
R-- FINAL LOAD AT WHICH FRACTuRE OCCURRED WAS NOT RECORDED
TABLE 6C
****************************
* G R 0 U P H *
* TRANSVERSE FILLET WELD *
* --FL.AT SHEET-- *
****************************
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• •
• SUMMARY CF RESULTS •
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e. • • • • • • •
- 1 ---------
---------------- ----------------
1. L 3-------"4--- ~-S"--- ---~--
SPECIMEN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT MODE OF
DESIGNATION STRESS STRESS STRESS ULT. FAILURE
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD
~--------------
~~ fer 'I Ott: /(J't; 'TS,., l1"s ~"'" 1'"\1 P E.--------------------------~ ------ ---------
H AlB 18/7 Cl I 1.52 1.23 2.86 I 0.03 PC I
H AlB 18/7 C2 I 1.32 1.19 2.76 I 0.03 PC I
H A/8 18/7 C3 I 1.34 1.10 2.56 I 0.0'3 PC
,
H AlA 18/7 F1 I 1.31 1.11 2.57 I 0.13 PC I
H AlB 18/7 F2 I 1.31 1.09 2.53 I 0.07 PC
H AI B 18/7 F3 I P 0.99 2.29 I 0.06 PC
H AlB 1811 L1 I 1.22 0.99 2.30 I 0.15 PC
H AlB 18/7 L2 I 1.17 0.99 2.29 I 0.20 PC
H AlB 18/7 L3 I 1.12 0.93 2.16 I 0.15 PC
H AlB 18/7 PI I 1.05 0.91 2.11 I 0.25
PC
H AlB 18/7 P2 I 1.16 0.98 2.27 I 0.24 PC
H AlB 18/7 P3 I 1.15 1.00 2.33 0.40
PC+PT
H AlB 12/7 C1 I 1.48 1.17 2.13 0.02
PC
H AlB 12/7 C2 I 1.26 1.04 1.89 0.02 I
PC
H AlB 12/7 C3 I 1.35 1.14 2.07 0.04 I
PC
H AlB 12/7 F1 I 1.35 1.09 1.98 0.12 I
PC
H AlB 12/7 F2 I 1.43 1.12 2.04 0.07 I
PC
H AlB 12/7 F3 I 1.37 1.03 1.88
0.03 I PC
H AlB 12/7 L1 I 1.15 0.93 1.70
0.13 I PC
H AlB 12/7 L2 I 1.17 0.94 1.71
0.12 I PC
H AlB 12/7 L3 I 1.09 0.94 1.72
0.17 I PC
H AlB 12/7 PI I 1.11 1.03 1.87
0.40 I PC+PT ,
H AlB 12/7 P2 I 1.10 1.01 1.84
0.40 I PC+PT I
H AlB 12/7 P3 I 1.01 1.04 1.90
0.45 I PC+PT I
----
___--1- L ____---l
NOTE: p__ YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WEll-DEFINED
TA9LE 7A
************••******~****.**
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J.. 2- 3 4 5 (0 7 e , 10 II /2. /~ IA 15 1ft,
COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS W E l 0 DIM ENE SIC N S
SPECI MEN PLATE A-B PLATE C-D A Al B 81 C C1 D 01 tV'Ect.G~
WIDTH ~EIGHT THICK. WIDTH HEIGHT THICK.
So. hQ. t~ Sc.. he. tt,. LlAJ






E AlB 18/7 Fl , 3.99 0.80 0.051 I 4.00 0.85 0.051 I 1.45 1.45 1.60 1.50 I 1.• 5 C'
E AlB 18/1 F2 I 3.98 0.80 C.050 I 4.00 0.82 0.050 I 1.50 1.55 1.50 1.55 1 1.~2
E AlB 18/7 F3 I 4.00 0.81 0.050 I 4.00 0.82 0.051 I 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 t 1.~2
E AlB 18/7 C1 I 4.00 0.80 0.051 I 3.98 0.80 0.051 I 0.90 1.05 0.90 0.90 C• C; 4
E AlB t8/7 C2 I 4.00 0.81 0.050 I 4.00 0.81 0.049 I 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.95 ('.es
E AlB 18/7 C3 I 4.00 0.81 0.051 I 3.98 0.80 0.050 I 0.85 0.85 1.00 1.05 o.<?4
E AlB 1811 C4 I 4.00 0.78 C.050 I 4.00 0.81 0.050 I 0.80 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.87
E AlB 18/7 II I 4.00 0.80 0.049 I 4.00 0.19 0.051 I 3.00 3.20 3.10 3.20 3.13
E AlB 1817 l2 I 4.00 0.80 0.051 I 3.98 0.81 0.051 I 2.90 2.85 3.15 3.15 3.01
E AlB 18/1 L3 I 3.98 0.80 0.051 I 3.98 0.82 0.050 I 3.00 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.96
! A/8 18/1 P1 I J.98 o.n C.050 I 3.'3'3 o.eo 0.051 I 3.48 3.98 3.99 3.99 3. e6
E AlB 18/7 P2 , 3.99 0.19 0.051 1 3.98 0.80 0.052 3.99 3.99 3.98 3.98 3.98
E AlB 18/1 P3 I 4.00 0.11 0.051 I 3.99 0.81 0.050 4.00 4.00 3.99 3.9<:' 3.99
e AlB 12/1 C1 , 4.00 0.81 0.108 I 4.02 0.80 0.109 0.95 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.95
E AlB 12/1 C2 , 4.00 0.80 0.109 I 4.02 0.80 0.109 0.15 0.80 1.00 0.85 0.85
E AlB 12/1 C3 I 3.98 0.81 0.lC8 I 4.02 0.81 0.108 0.15 0.95 0.90 1.00 0.<:'0
E AlB 12/7 Fl I 3.98 0.82 0.108 I 4.00 0.82 0.109 1.65 1.50 1.40 1.5e 1.51
E AlB 12/7 F2 I 4.CO 0.80 0.108 I 4.00 0.88 0.108 1.60 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.55
E AlB 1217 F3 I 4.00 0.81 0.108 1 4.00 0.80 0.108 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.65 1.57
E AlB 12/7 F6 ., 4.02 0.82 0.109 I 4.00 0.83 0.109 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.51
E AlB 12/7 Ll I 4.01 0.79 0.109 I 4.00 0.79 0.108 2.85 3.10 3.05 3.05 3.01
E AlB 12/7 L2 I 3.98 0.77 0.109 , 3.98 0.19 0.108 3.00 2.90 2.95 3.15 3.00
E AlB 12/7 l3 I 3.98 0.80 0.109 1 3.97 0.80 0.108 3.00 2.90 3.10 3.10 3.02
E AlB 1211 P1 I 4.02 0.80 0.109 I 3.99 0.80 0.109 4.02 4.02 3.99 3.99 4.00
E AlB 1211 P2 I 3.98 0.79 0.108 I 4.00 0.80 0.109 3.98 3.98 4.00 4.00 3.99
E AlB 1217 P3 I 4.00 0.83 0.108 1 3.98 0.83 0.108 4.00 4.00 3.98 3.98 3. 0 9
I I I I
•••••••••*.*••••••••••••••••
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AV. M4TERIAL PROPS. E X PER [ M f ~ TAL RES U L T S
SPECIMEN AREA OF YLU. UlT. SHEA .... lOA D S STRESSES DEF. AT "'C':'E OF FAILUP:'
DESIGNATION CR1TICAL STR. STR. STR. OF YIELD UL T. FINAL YIElD ULT. S'"iE~R ULT. FIN~L FAILURE CBSEPVED
SECTION (COVER PLATE' wELD (COVER PLATE' (WELD) LOAD LCAD I~ PLATE
Rc. <:f" 'ft TU . ~.., "?"",=, '"P4 \rn <:::rt~ T.,"" Cb\A. b~




e AlB 18/7 fl 0.153 41.00 E:4.40 39.20 I 7.04 7.04 R I 45.97 45.97 32.51 I 0.02 0.70 I PC B+D
E AlB 18/7 f2 0.153 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 9.40 9.58 R , 61.58 62.76 44.38 , 0.02 0.15 , PC A+D
E A/B 18/7 F3 0.154 , 47.CO 64.40 39.20 , 7.82 7.82 R I 50.77 50.77 35.91 , ('.e2 0.30 I PC B+D
E A/B 18/7 Cl 0.095 I 47.00 E:4.40 39.20 , 2.66 2.66 8.00 I 27.87 21.81 19.71 , 0.00 0.55 I PC A+C
E A/B 18/7 C2 0.088 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 , 3.70 3.70 8.00 I 42. 11 42.1 1 29.18 , 0.03 (1.25 , PC 8+C
E A/B 18/7 C3 0.094 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 4.70 4.70 8.00 I 49.74 49.74 35.17 I 0.00 0.30 , PC A+C
E AlB 18/7 C4 0.088 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 , 2.84 2.84 8.00 I 32.39 32.39 22.91 I 0.05 0.30 , PC A+D
E A/a 18/7 II 0.312 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 , 14 .80 16.20 5.00 I 47.41 51.89 36.70 0.08 0.30 I PC 4+8+0
E A/B 18/7 L2 0.306 , 41.00 64.40 39.20 , 15.20 16.60 2.00 I 49.61 54.18 38.32 0.04 C.lO , PC B+D
E A/B 18/7 L3 0.300 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 16.00 16.60 4.00 , 53.26 55.26 39.08 0.02 0.10 , PC A+B+D
E AlB 18/7 PI 0.390 I 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 20.80 20.80 4.00 53.30 53.30 37.69 0.02 0.15 , PC A+D
E AlB IB/7 P2 0.408 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 , 21.40 21.50 4.00 52.39 52.64 31.23 0.03 0.15 , PC A+B+C
E A/B 18/1 P3 0.404 , 47.00 64.40 39.20 I 20.50 20.50 4.00 50.76 50.76 35.90 0.01 0.05 , PC B+D
e AlB 1211 tl 0.206 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 9.50 9.50 2.00 46.10 46.10 32.61 0.02 0.40 , PC+W A+D
E A/8 1217 C2 0.185 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 8.94 8.94 2.00 48.45 48.45 34.26 0.03 0.25 , PC+W A+D
E A/B 12/7 t3 0.195' I 37.QO 50.50 39.20 I 9.44 9.44 2.00 48.47 48.47 34.28 0.03 0.45 I PC+W A+C
E AlB 12/1 F1 0.327 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 13.00 13.00 2.00 39.70 39.70 28.08 0.00 0.65 I PC 8+D
E A/B 1217 f2 0.335 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 , 10.80 10.80 2.00 32.24 32.24 22.80 C.02 0.60 , PC B+D
E A/B 12/7 f3 0.340 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 , 14.40 14.56 2.00 42.37 42.84 30.30 0.05 0.60 I PC+W B+C
E A/8 12/1 F6 0.329 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 , 12.00 14.30 2.00 36.51 43.51 30.77 0.03 0.4C I PC+W A+D
E AlB 1211 L1 0.653 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 27.50 21.50 4t.00 42.09 42.09 29.76 0.05 0.10 I PC A+D
E AlB 12/7 L2 0.649 , 37.90 50.50 39.20 , 27.50 27.50 4.00 42.36 42.36 29.96 0.02 0.10 , PC 8+0
E AlB 1211 L3 0.656 I 31.90 50.50 39.20 I 21.50 27.50 4.00 41.95 41.95 29.67 0.06 0.10 I PC A+C
E AlB 12/1 PI 0.811 , 37.90 5e.50 39.20 I 33.10 33.10 16.0 38.02 38.02 26.89 0.02 0.10 I PC I 8+0
E A/B 12/7 P2 0.867 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 I 32.90 32.90 16.0 31.96 31.96 26.85 0.01 0.10 t PC I B+D
E AlB 12/7 P3 0.858 I 37.90 50.50 39.20 , 32.30 33.30 16.0 37.63 38.80 21.44 0.01 0.10 I PC , A+D
_L 1
- -
__L _______L ____L __" _-,
NOTE:
p-- YIELDING WAS GRADUAL AND NOT WELL-DEFINED
R-- FINAL LOAD AT WHICH FRACTURE OCCURRED WAS NOT RECORDED
TABLE 7C
****************************
* GROUP E *
* TRANSVEPSE FILLET WELD *
* --CHANNEL-- *
****************************
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SPE:CIMfN YIELD TENSILE SHEAR DEF. AT r"OOE CF
DESIGNA1ION STRESS STRESS STRESS UL T. FAILURE
RATIO RATIO RATIO LOAD







F AlB 18/7 F1 I 0.98 0.71 0.83 I 0.02 f PC
,
f AlB 18/7 F2 I 1.31 0.97 1.13 I 0.02 I PC
,
E AlB 18/7 F3 I 1.08 0.79 0.92 I 0.02 I PC I
£: AlB 18/7 C1 I 0.59 0.43 0.50 I 0.00 I PC I
E AlB 18/7 C2 I 0.90 0.65 0.76 I (1.03 I PC
,
E AlB 18/7 C3 I 1.06 0.77 0.90 I 0.00 I PC t
E AlB 18/7 C4 I 0.69 0.50 0.58 I 0.05 I PC I
E AlB 18/7 L1 I 1.01 0.81 0.94 I 0.08 I PC I
E Ale 18/7 L2 I 1.06 0.84 0.98 I 0.04
, PC I
f AlB 18/7 L3 I 1.13 0.86 1.00 I 0.02 I PC
,
[= Ala 1e/7 PI I 1.13 0.83 0.96 I 0.02 I PC I
E A/B 18/7 P2 f 1.11 0.82 0.95 I 0.03 I PC
,
E A/B 18/7 P3 I 1.08 0.79 0.92 I 0.01 I
PC I
E AlB 12/7 Cl I 1.22 0.91 0.83 I 0.02 I
PC+w I
E AlB 12/7 C2 I 1.28 0.96 0.87 I 0.03
, PC+W I
[ AlB 12/7 C3 I 1.28 0.96 0.87 I 0.03 I
PC+W I
r AlB 12/7 F1 I 1.05 0.79 0.72 0.00 I
PC I
E A/B 12/7 F2 I 0.85 0.64 0.58 0.02 I
PC I
[= AlB 12/7 F3 I 1.12 0.85 0.77 0.05 I
PC+w ,
E AlB 12/7 F6 I 0.96 0.86 0.78 0.03 I
PC+w I
E AlB 1217 Ll I 1.11 0.83 0.76
0.05 I PC I
E AlB 12/7 L2 I 1.12 0.84 0.76
0.02 I PC I
E A/B 12/7 L3 I 1.11 0.83 0.76
0.06 I PC I
E AlB 12/7 PI I 1.00 0.75 0.69
0.02 I PC I
E A/B 12/7 F2 I 1.00 0.75 0.68
0.01 I PC I
E AlB 12/7 P3 I 0.99 0.77 0.70
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Fig. la Single Sheet puddle Weld Connection
(Group A)
Plate A-B
Lp1 • 6 to
1" Connected
r 61f hi Plate, (CP).


































taL ~ A446 SteelA-AI B-Bl A36 Steel
~
t 1 C-Cl D-Dlc
taL A-AI B-Bl C{A446 Steel
E ~ : ( I;
t c1 C-Cl D-Dl
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
Fig. lc Longitudinal Fillet Weld Connection
(Group C)
Connected





ttl A / _li
"PI''' CP ..:t
CI.l - Fa.ilure Mode
" pc"




















Typir.al fillet weld for
all :-;pecimens except -- 12/7 F6
Fillet weld for specimen
D A/B 12/7 F6
Fig. Id Long!tudinal Fillet Weld Connection (Group D).
Plate A-B












T~ip;. Ie Transverse Fillet Weld Connection (Group H).
C\lver l'latr. J\-B
I' L 1-


























all ~pecimens except -- 12/7 16
Fillet weld for specimen
E A/B 12/7 li'S
Fig. If Transverse Fillet Weld Connection (Group E)
40.0 Pult = 37.30
B AlB 18/7 IYt?
A AlB 18/7 D4
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Fig. 3 Load-Deformation Curve for Single Sheet Puddl.e Weld (Group A - Type C)
" Ttr')at = O.707t
(a) Ideal equal legged fillet weld
Fig. 4 Sketch of a fillet weld
Thr:s.t >:.7C7t
2 to 3 t
(b) Actual fillet weld observed
in thin sheet welded connections
2.5
• &. Gr:>up C - 18 gage flat
Ii mGroup C - 12 gage flat
~ V Group D - 18 gage Channel
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Fig. 5 Weld Shear Strength Ratio plotted against Average Weld Length o~ Longitudinal
Fillet Weld Specimens. (Groups C and D)
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A t:l Gr:>up (; - 12 gage flat
~ V Gr2'up D - 1: !?;age Channel
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Fl~.) Weld Shear Stro.~gth Ratio plotted against Average Weld Length of Longitudinal





&. Yield Stress ?,ati::r-.- 23 g~ge =~lat,
~ Yield S~ress Rati2
-
22 gage fla".:
~ Tensile Stress Rati~ - 18 gage flat




















~ Longitudinal Fillet Weld Connections (Flat Sheet over Plate)
oJ I I I I I I I
o 1.0 2.0 3.0
Fig. 6a Aver-age Yield and Tensile Strengths of flat sheet Cover Plates Plotted
against Average Weld Length (Group C)
IJi. 'T-l 01-'1 ;::+-"""'S~ -:-",+--l - _ 1:;' -~go f"'"", """"1
............. '-'J. __ :;, I",i.-, ...." o "-' ............an...._
a Yield Stress S-a.ti:: - 12 ga.ge C~ar:nel
9 Tensile Stress Ratio - 18 gage Channel





l- Long!tudinal. Fillet Wel.d Connections (Channel. Section Cover Pl.ate)
oJ I I • I I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0
Fig. 6b Average Yield and Tensile Strengths o£ Channel Section Cover Plates













A Gr::;-_~p ~ - l8 ga.ge f'ls. t
EJ Group H - l2 gage f'ls.t
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3.0 4.0
Fig. 7 Weld Shear Strength Ratio Plotted against Average Weld Length of Transverse Fillet
Weld Specimens. (Groups H and E)
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Trans verse Fillet Weld Specimens (Flat Sheet Cover Plate)
3.02.0
Average weld length, L (ins)
w
l.0o
, , , ,, , , ,
O' 4.0
Fig. 8 Yield and Tensile Strengths of flat sheet cover plates plotted against Average weld
lengt!1. (Group H)
4 Yield Stress Ratic; - 18 gage 8har.nel
e Tensile 3tress Rati:; - 18 gage Char.nel
'i' Yield Stress Ratio - 12 gage Channel













































Transverse Fillet Weld Specimens (Channel Section Cover Plate)
4.0o
01 I I I I I I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0
Average Weld Length, L (ins)
w
Fig. 9 Yield and Tensile Strengths of Channel Section cover plates plotted against
Average weld length (Group E)
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Fig. loa Load-Deformation Curve for Longitudinal Fillet Weld-flat Sheet (Group C)
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C A/A 18/18 J3
C A/A 18/18 Jl
C A/A 18/18 F3
C A/A 18/18 F2
?Jt = 15.3c
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C A/B 12/7 F2
- -- - C A/A 12/12 F4
_._- C A/A 12/12 F2
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D A/B 18/7 c3
D A/B 18/7 F2
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D AlB 12/7 L2
D AlB 12/7 F3
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H AlB 18/7 F3
H AlB 18/7 C2
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Deformation, inches
Fig. 12a Load-Deformation Curve for Transverse Fillet Weld-Flat Sheet (Group H)
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Fig. l2b Load-Deformation Curve for Transverse Fillet Weld-Flat Sheet (Group H)
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Fig. 12c Load-Deformation Curve for Transverse Fillet Welds-Flat Sheet (Group H)
E AlB 18/7 F'2
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0.25 0.30
Deformation, inches
Fig. l3b Load-Deformation Curve for Transverse Fillet Weld-Channel (Group E)
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Fig. 13c Load-Defor.mation Curve for Transverse Fillet Weld-Channel (Group E)
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~Fig. 29 Tested Specimens of Series H AlB 12/7 C
